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Inveralmond Community High School 
 

Learner Voice 
 

Feedback from May 2019 meeting 
 
 

 

You said … We did … 

Chairs in Social Subjects 
Classrooms 

Basket chairs don’t fit under desks 
in Social Subjects – can we replace 

the seats? 

 
 
We are purchasing new chairs for Social Subjects classrooms 

Chairs at HE end of dinner hall  
There are not enough chairs at the 

HE end of the dinner hall so we 
can’t all sit with friends round the 

tables there.   

 
 
More chairs are being added to the dinner hall 

Well-being indicators  
How do we ensure pupils are 

aware of well-being indicators? 
 

Suggestions 

 Poster design competition coming 

 Remove activity 

 More awareness at assemblies 

 Raise awareness in subkect lessons and ILP 
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 Well-being indicator info on website and school app 

 Tutor teachers to discuss in the mornings 

 We will add well-being indictors to LV minutes 
 

Raising awareness of House 
Leader 

Still concerns that some pupils 
don’t know who their House 

Leader is. How do we improve this? 

Suggestions: 
 

 Individual posters in tutor rooms again, to include HL, PSA, HC LV rep etc 

 Posters in House office/dinner hall 

 TV screens in dinner hall 

 Also display PSA, House captains, bulletin, next assembly, next LV in each 
room and on TVs 

 Tutor teachers to remind pupils at tutor 

 House Leader to visit tutors regularly 

 House Leaders as PSE teacher 

 Add to pupil notices 
Student Survey  

There was a low score for the 
question:  

Pupils have a say in deciding how 
to improve the school 

80% agreed in 2018 and only 46% in 
2019 (although results also 

included a ‘neutral’ option in 2019 
which a lot of pupils chose.) 

 

Make improvements to LV structure: 
 

 Staff must read the bulletin to tutors 

 Reps need support from tutors in gathering information to take to LV 
meetings 

 Consider all tutors giving pupils chance to write anything  on a slip and either 
place in box in tutor room or hand to rep to be raised at LV meeting 

 Better feedback 

 Remind pupils that feedback is on website, app, notice board, pupil notices 

 Consider assemblies just for LV feedback 
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How do pupils find out more about 
LV system? 

How is it advertised? 
Why do pupils think this number 

has dropped so significantly? 
What do we do to improve? 

 Consider posters with main you said…we did around school 

 Consider suggestion box for every tutor that reps could look after – 
feedback could be displayed above it 

 Raise awareness of LV noticeboard 

 Put on TVs 

 Advertise on app 

 Consider how to better advertise reps 

 Think of a different advertising system for LV – currently in pupil notices 

 Consider posters for around school reminding LV date coming up and 
looking for suggestions 

AOB 
 

New Booths 
What are the booths in dinner 

going to be for? 

 
 
These will be going into open plan areas during the summer for young people to 
use. 

Snapchat Filter 
Snapchat filter for school like other 

schools 

 
We are finding out more about this 

SFA  
Could we get pitch markings on 

the wee astro 

 
We are getting a new pitch next year 

Dinner Hall 
Various points raised.   

 

Dinner hall staff will attend our LV meetings early next year to discuss all of this and 
feedback to everyone. 
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Other Points from previous items 
raised: 

 
 

Portion of fruit now 30p – using a bowl reduces the cost and also helps avoid single 
use plastic packaging  
 
We have purchased water bottles from school fund, when we do dress down days 
we put half to school and half to the chosen charity. 
 
 The bottles will be free to encourage single use for water at lunch and 
break.  Pupils can  bring their own drink bottle if preferred.  The coffee deal and the 
water deal are examples of where we have used dress down monies to support 
pupil requests. 
 
We are looking to install 2 water fountains upstairs  
 
Watch this space for more healthy eating options! 
 
REMEMBER, IF YOU DON’T USE THE NEW THINGS ON OFFER, THEY WILL STOP!  
 
Any ideas pupils have for improvements like this are always welcome!  Please pass 
on to your LV rep or come and see Mrs Moore. 

 


